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Figure 1. Examples in our synthetic normal dataset. Paired ren-
dered images and view-dependent normal ground truths are ren-
dered in Blender [2] given 3D head meshes and HDRI environ-
ment maps.

Geometry Net Inspired from Total Relighting [9], we
adopt a similar but more lightweight UNet architecture.
It contains total 13 layers, where each layer consists of a
3 × 3 convolution, batch normalization [8], and parametric
ReLU [7]. The encoder layers contain [16, 32, 64, 64, 128,
256] filters, 256 for the bottleneck layer, and [256, 128, 64,
64, 32, 16] for the decoder layers. The encoder uses max-
pooling for down-sampling, while the decoder has bilinear
up-sampling layers. We use the L1 loss between ground
truth normal images in the synthetic dataset and predicted
normal maps for supervision. The parameter number of
Geometry Net is 2.864M and MACs is 7.417G given a
512× 512 RGB input.

Synthetic Normal Dataset Inspired by [12], first, we use
the 3DMD system [1] to capture head meshes of 60 subjects
with 31 expressions and use the Wrap4D software [6] to au-
tomatically re-topologize them. Then, we use the ray-trace
based render engine Cycles [3] in Blender [2] to render re-
lit images and normal maps of head meshes under different
environment lighting from PolyHaven [5]. To generate pho-
torealistic renderings, we utilize tangent normals generated
by the tool NormalmapGenerator [4] to add surface details
to the re-topologized head meshes. In addition, different
from [12] which assumes a uniform specular coefficient 0.6
during rendering, we use NormalmapGenerator [4] to syn-

thesize reasonable specular maps, indicating that specular
reflections in areas such as forehead, cheeks, and nose are
stronger.

In our synthetic normal dataset, among 60 identities,
53 identities are used for training and 7 identities for test-
ing. And for the environment lighting in Blender, we ran-
domly select 553 HDRI environments from PolyHaven [5]
for training and 71 for testing. To add more variations in
the synthetic dataset, the horizontal and vertical rotation
angles of the HDRI environments are randomly set within
[0◦, 360◦] and [−60◦, 60◦]. The pitch, yaw, roll rotations of
the head meshes are sampled in the range of [−15◦, 15◦],
[−45◦, 45◦], and [−30◦, 30◦]. The y-axis position of the
head mesh is randomly set within [−0.4, 0.4]. Overall, we
render 300K paired samples and examples of our synthetic
normal dataset are shown in Fig. 1.

On-device Video Relighting In Fig. 2, we show screen-
shots of on-device video relighting of talking sequences un-
der different generative HDRI environments and rotations.
Our supplementary video results exhibits good temporal
consistency and very few flickering. Note that the scaling
constants s1 and s2 in the shading equation are empirically
set to 0.29 and 0.38 for all experiments with generative
HDRI environments. Additionally, in Fig. 3, we demon-
strate the temporal consistency of our method and show the
comparison with the web version of SwitchLight [11].

LDR text to 360-degree generation We compare addi-
tional qualitative realistic results from our LDR genera-
tive model with the LDM3D-VR approach for diverse text
prompts in Fig. 4 and 5. Overall, our approach demostrates
better prompt fidelity than the LDM3D-VR based on the
generated images.
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Figure 2. Our EdgeRelight360 application running on mobile device can generate temporally-consistent and realistic relit results on real
talking sequences in real-time.



Figure 3. Our video relighting framework can generate more temporally-consistent relit results compared with the web version of
SwitchLight[11].



Figure 4. Our text to 360-degree LDR generative model synthesize realistic images for diverse prompts compared to the LDM3D-VR [10]
method.



Figure 5. Ours text to 360-degree LDR generative model synthesis realistic images for diverse prompts compared to the LDM3D-VR [10]
method.


